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» The blunt truth about corneal strength after refractive surgery (University of Arizona, Phoenix; College of Optical Sciences, University of Arizona, Tucson) 02/24/2012 Eyeword - Online View Clip

» 'Towards Heart Stem Cell Therapeutics,' Presentation by Dr. Kenneth R. Chien ... 02/24/2012 Explorer News View Clip

» Has Cancer, Needs Insurance (Arizona Cancer Center) 02/24/2012 Inside Higher Ed View Clip

» Border Patrol Agents in Arizona Stake Out Hospitals, Group Says (University of Arizona Medical Center) 02/23/2012 Fox News View Clip

» Medical Writing: the Healing Power of Narrative (Center for Integrative Medicine at the University of Arizona) 02/23/2012 Futurehealth View Clip

» World's Only Approved Total Artificial Heart Surpasses 1000 Implants (University of Arizona Medical Center) 02/23/2012 Houston Chronicle - Pharmacy Choice WLNE-TV View Clip

» Campaign to teach 500,000 CPR (UA Sarver Heart Center) 02/23/2012 KVOA-TV MSNC WBTV-TV View Clip

» Physician to speak about new way of performing CPR (Dr. Gordon Ewy, UA Sarver Heart Center) 02/23/2012 Salina Journal View Clip

» Cancer survivor sings message of hope (University of Arizona Medical Center) 02/23/2012 KOLD-TV WBTV-TV View Clip

» Researchers find unknown cause of epilepsy (Michael Hammer from the UA) 02/23/2012 Bio-Medicine WTVM-TV View Clip

» Fire Department announces results of national seizure study (The University of Arizona Emergency Medicine Research Center) 02/22/2012 Glendale Star View Clip